The Prime Minister’s deal has betrayed the verdict of the British people in the
EU referendum, and her own general election pledges. The UK will be
permanently bound by EU rules over which we have no influence; we will be
unable to unilaterally withdraw from the customs union; our taxes and
regulation will be aligned to the EU, stifling enterprise; it means the annexation
of Northern Ireland.
The £39 billion set aside for the “divorce settlement” is an outrage, when police
numbers have been cut, our schools and hospitals urgently need investment, and
small businesses are clobbered with tax.
The time has come for the UK to prepare for a No Deal Brexit.
IT IS TIME TO PUT THE BRITISH PEOPLE BEFORE THE EU.
Brexit means UK withdrawal from all EU institutions (including single market,
customs union, ECJ, Common Agricultural and Fisheries Policies), effective 30 th
March, 2019, to ensure Parliament makes our laws, levies our taxes, controls our
borders, and ends the EU budget contribution. The UK taxpayer will pay NO
EXIT FEE. To make this effective, the European Communities Act 1972 must be
repealed so that it expires on 29th March, 2019.
Whitehall must be put on a war footing to develop the infrastructure to enable a
No Deal Brexit. We must develop electronic pre checks and trusted trader
schemes to ensure frictionless trade between EU + UK, to prevent a border in
Ireland, and prevent a border in the Irish Sea.
The UK will offer the following reciprocal terms to the EU, effective 30th March,
2019: zero tariffs and quotas on goods and services between EU + UK; mutual
recognition agreements covering standards in goods traded between EU and UK,
with EU and UK authorities (not the ECJ) ensuring conformity; passporting
rights for EU and UK financial services; ensure reciprocal rights to remain for
EU and UK citizens. The deadline for the EU to agree to these terms will be the
Summit on 25th November.
If the EU rejects these terms, and impose tariffs on the UK, we will impose
reciprocal tariffs on the EU, and the EU will be responsible.

THE POST BREXIT VISION

The UK must seize the opportunity of a No Deal Brexit, to make the UK an
entrepreneurial power house.
We must strike free trade deals to access an export market with £16.8 trillion
with China, Brazil and USA, Australia, Canada, New Zealand, India, South
Korea and Ghana.
Unilaterally abolish tariffs on food and clothing from non EU nations, reducing
prices for UK consumers, and helping developing nations to grow.
Make all ports free ports, exempt from customs duties.
Invest the £39 billion divorce settlement and net contribution to reduce taxation:Cut corporation tax to 15%, to give a competitive advantage over the EU
Zero corporation tax, business rates, income tax + NI for all business start ups
(for employers and employees) for the first year.
Tax cuts for companies to produce components previously manufactured in EU
supply chains.
Establish permanent business rate relief.
Abolish VAT on building renovations, to increase housing stock and encourage
entrepreneurs
Raise the National Insurance Threshold for employees and self employed to
£10,000.
Scrap the apprenticeship levy, and give a tax break for firms who recruit UK
nationals as apprentices.

